Cassablanca Shore Tour

Experience the historic splendour and landmarks of Casablanca during this scenic, half-day sightseeing tour of the city.

Central Market
Depart the pier for the brief drive to the bustling Central Market, a kaleidoscope of colour, charm, street musicians, fresh fish, freshly-cut flowers, fruit, and spices. From here, an inside visit is made at the 60-room Mahkma Court of Islamic Law before proceeding to the amazing and beautiful Hassan II Mosque.

Hassan II Mosque
The second-largest mosque in the Islamic world, this immense architectural masterpiece is supported by 78 granite, marble and onyx pillars, and features a retractable green-tiled roof and 210-foot-high (64-metre-high) minaret. Inside, see frescoes, painted and sculptured woods, stuccos of intricate designs, Arabesques in decorative drawings, and writings in brilliant colours.

Mohammed V Square
Your tour concludes with a photo stop at Mohammed V Square. Upon arrival, see Moslem-styled buildings, a monumental fountain, a public garden and a statue of Marshal Lyautey. Time permitting; a stop is made here for shopping before re-boarding your coach for the return drive to the Port.

Basic Itinerary:
Arrival of the Ship, clearance & disembarkation
Meet with the local guide, departure from pier and drive through the Force Royal Boulevard.
Visit Mohamed V square
Visit Central Market
Interior visit of Hassan II mosque
Drive to the corniche for lunch
Healthcare presentation during lunch
Drive to Notre Dame
Visit Church Notre Dame de Lourdes
Drive through Anfa Residential Area
Time for shopping
Back to the pier